IRS Releases Updated Practice Unit for
Auditing the 179D Energy Efficient
Commercial Buildings Deduction
EGAN, Minn., June 27, 2022 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The IRS Large Business
and International (LB&I) Division released an updated Practice Unit for its
agents to audit the 179D Energy Efficient Commercial Buildings Deduction
(179D Deduction), ICS Tax, LLC announced today. It confirms that taxpayers
can use the ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 rather than newer, more strict
standards but also could be an indication that the IRS will have added
scrutiny on 179D projects.
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179D DEDUCTION BACKGROUND
The 179D Deduction was enacted to encourage taxpayers to make buildings more
energy efficient. Installation of energy-efficient commercial building
property (EECBP) occurs when constructing a new, or improving an existing,
commercial or government-owned building.

179D allows a taxpayer who owns or leases a commercial building to deduct the
cost or a portion of the cost to install EECBP. Additionally, if the EECBP is
installed in a government-owned building, the deduction can be allocated to
the person(s) primarily responsible for designing the EECBP (“the Designer”
or “the Designers”).
EECBP must be part of at least one of three systems:
1 — Interior lighting systems;
2 — Heating, cooling, ventilation, and hot-water systems; or
3 — The building’s envelope.
To claim the 179D Deduction, a taxpayer generally hires a third-party
Professional Engineer to perform energy modeling using IRS-approved software
to confirm that the building meets the 179D requirements. The engineer then
prepares a Certificate of Compliance to support the 179D Deduction.
THE ASHRAE STANDARD
The Taxpayer Certainty and Disaster Relief Act of 2020 updated the energy
efficiency standard for the 179D Deduction by providing that for EECBP placed
in service after December 31, 2020. EECBP means property that is within the
scope of “Reference Standard 90.1.” Amended 179D(c)(2) provides that
“Reference Standard 90.1” means “the most recent Standard 90.1 published by
[ASHRAE] which has been affirmed by the Secretary [of the Treasury], after
consultation with the Secretary of Energy, for purposes of this section not
later than the date that is 2 years before the date that construction of such
property begins.”
The LB&I revised Practice Unit states “The Secretary of the Treasury has not
yet affirmed a new version of Reference Standard 90.1 for use with the IRC
179D deduction…. The ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2007 is the most current affirmed
version as of the publication date of this Practice Unit.” This means that
taxpayers looking to benefit from the 179D Deduction can still qualify under
the older ASHRAE standard.
INCREASED 179D SCRUTINY
The IRS recently announced it is looking to hire more than 4,000
representatives. A notable division within the IRS is the Criminal
Investigation division. It is the investigative and law enforcement arm of
the IRS with expertise in tax fraud, investment fraud, corruption, and much
more. Earlier this year, a national tax consulting firm heavily involved with
the 179D Deduction was raided by the IRS Criminal Investigation division.
While the reason for the raid is not yet publicly known, the raid, the
revised Practice Unit and the additional hiring could indicate that the IRS
will have higher scrutiny on the 179D Deduction.
About ICS Tax, LLC:

ICS Tax, LLC has the expertise to properly obtain 179D Deductions. We have
Professional Engineers licensed in all states to perform energy modeling,
building inspections, and preparing certificates of compliance. For designers
of public buildings, we also have government relations experts to complete
and obtain allocations from government agencies.
For more information, please visit us at https://ics-tax.com/.
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